 New York is the largest city in the USA and the biggest

seaport. It is the business centre of the United States.
 New York is situated in the mouth of Hudson river. It
was founded in 1613 by Dutch settlers.
 The total area of new York is 365 square miles or 900
square kilometres. It`s population together with the
population of it`s suburbs amounts to 16 million
people. There are people of almost all nationalities.
 There are five districts in the city: Manhattan, the
Bronx, Queens, Brooklyn and Richmond.

New York’s famous places
Central Park

Statue of liberty

Broadway

Empire State Building

Chrysler Building

Brooklyn Bridge

 Where

to stay
 New York City Airports
 Money
 Transportation

Maps

Where to stay in New York City depends
largely on what brings you there. Whether it is a
Broadway show, a gallery opening or a
business meeting, hotels and guest houses
offer deluxe to budget accommodations
throughout the city. For years, there was a
huge shortage of hotel rooms in New York City.
What existed was largely in the high-end price
bracket, and most rooms were woefully small.
However, the once bleak lodging situation is rapidly changing.
New hotels are springing up throughout Manhattan, and even
in downtown Brooklyn. Townhouses converted into Bed & Breakfasts
are also a growing option. While it can still be difficult to find a room
on many weekends and even during the week, options have improved
dramatically: luxury hotels with bigger rooms are continuing to open, and
with all the competition, more affordable options have sprung up.
Choices abound throughout the city, but the following districts stand out:
Fifth Avenue Midtown: Some of the most expensive hotels in the city are clustered along
Fifth Avenue near the entrance to Central Park. This is an ideal location if you want to visit all
of New York, as it is located squarely in the middle of the city. Famous deluxe palaces like the
St. Regis, Peninsula New York Hotel, The Plaza and the Sherry-Netherland Hotel are
convenient to luxury shops and museums, as well as Midtown offices. A few blocks east, the W
New York attracts young sophisticates with its modern luxury. On Park Avenue, the WaldorfAstoria basks in legendary art deco opulence.



Grand Central Midtown: Close to Grand Central Terminal, Bryant Park, and the Public Library, as well as numerous
office buildings, the centrally located Grand Hyatt New York welcomes thousands of business travelers through its
efficient and luxurious doors. A few blocks south, The Sheraton Russell Hotel provides a cozier, more personal touch,
and the slick Morgans Hotel lures in the chic and trendy. Similarly, the ultra modern The Royalton Hotel caters to the
young and fabulous. Across the street, the historic Algonquin reminds visitors of a time when New York was truly
decadent.
Times Square Midtown: For those wishing to soak up the spectacle of Broadway, Times Square offers numerous options
for the busy traveler. The crowds of tourists that flock here throughout the year can be overwhelming, but there are
plenty of amusements available if you have the time. The grand New York Marriott Marquis stands proudly in the center
of it all, offering its guests a spectacular view. A block to the west, The Milford Plaza caters to the busy theatergoer.
Madison Square Garden Midtown: Moving westward, the busy area in and around Madison Square Garden and
Pennsylvania Station lures travelers, sports and music spectators, not to mention plenty of Macy's shoppers. Moderate
options like La Quinta Manhattan and the Hotel Pennsylvania exist alongside budget options like Hotel 31.
Chelsea and Gramercy: Although this area offers fewer choices than Midtown, many covet its proximity to downtown
nightlife and terrific shopping. It is also somewhat less crowded than most neighborhoods further uptown. The Bohemian
Gershwin Hotel on Fifth Avenue South is popular with students and artists, while the historic (albeit slightly sinister)
Chelsea Hotel draws a diverse crowd. The Gramercy Park Hotel and Inn at Irving Place both display charm and a taste of
Old New York.
Wall Street: For Wall Streeters (or would be Wall Streeters) in town for business, as well as tourists desiring to be close
to the Statue of Liberty, Battery Park and the South Street Seaport, there are plenty of options available here. Weekend
rates tend to be excellent, since business travelers make up the majority of hotel patrons.
So whatever neighborhood you end up choosing, there is sure to be a hotel to fit your personality. From the Soho Grand
and Hotel Beacon to The Calyle, New York offers a huge range of options. Just remember to book well in advance.
Otherwise, you might end up having to stay somewhere outside of the city.

JFK Airport provides service to over 100
airlines and 35,000,000 people travel
through the airport each year. It is a great
airport where travellers are treated well in
state of the art surroundings. You can be
assured the airport has everything you
need to have a safe and enjoyable trip.

LaGuardia Airport is located 8
miles from Manhattan and the
Newark Airport is approximately
12 miles from midtown
Manhattan. Both of these airports
offer a large selection of flights
and are just as busy as JFK
airport. So many people from all
over the world travel through
theses airports to visit this most
affluent city.

Getting back and forth to the airport is never a problem
on the subway or you can take a shuttle from your hotel.
Most of the Hotels in New York offer a shuttle service
to and from the airport.
The shuttle service to and from JFK Airport takes over 90 minutes but will often bring
you right to your hotel, especially if it is in downtown or midtown. Cabs from the airports
are plentiful and operate a set fare but on the way back to the airport you’ll have to cut
your own deal.
The new Air Train from JFK Airport has entered service and will bring you to an A line
station (Howard Beach) or to Sutphin Boulevard subway station
( E, J and Z subway lines). The Air Train also serves LIRR’s Jamaica Station.
Arriving in JFK Airport you need a $5 ticket to link to the subway and then you need a
subway ticket $2 to take you into central New York. On the way to JFK, some airlines
will check you in and take your luggage at Jamaica Station before you get on the Air Train











Preferred Form: If you can't use your credit card in the US then you probably can't use it anywhere. ATMs are hard to
miss, well networked and offer an even cheaper option if your card is set up to use them. Otherwise travelers cheques
are almost as good as cash; you'll save yourself hassle and expense if they are in US dollars.
Changing Your Money: Major credit and debit cards, including the Visa Cash Passport Card, are widely accepted. You
can also access your bank account using US ATMs which are ubiquitous. Travelers cheques are easily converted to cash
at any bank. You'll probably need to take your passport along to prove your identity.
Tipping: Tipping is expected in restaurants, bars and better hotels, taxis, and by hairdressers and baggage carriers. In
restaurants, wait staff are paid less than the minimum wage and rely upon tips to make a living. Tip at least 15% unless
the service is terrible, in which case a light tip will get your point across. Most New Yorkers either tip a straight up 20%,
or just double the 8.25% sales tax. At bars, bartenders typically expect a US$1.00 tip for every drink they serve (at
preferred drinking spots, the old rule of fourth round free stands and decent tips help perpetuate that tradition). Never
tip in fast-food, take-out or buffet-style restaurants where you serve yourself.
Taxi drivers expect 10% and hairdressers 15% if their service is satisfactory. Baggage carriers (skycaps in airports,
bellhops in hotels) receive US$1.00 for the first bag and US$0.50 for each additional bag. In 1st class and luxury hotels,
tipping can reach ludicrous proportions - doormen, bellboys and parking attendants all expect to be tipped at least
US$1.00 for each service performed - including simply opening a taxi door for you. (Business travelers should tip the
cleaning staff US$5.00 a day.)
Money Tips: If you camp or stay in hostels, catch buses and cook your own food, you could feasibly explore the country
on around US$50.00 a day. Staying in motels and eating at modest cafes will mean you'll hit the US$100.00 mark, and
enjoying the convenience of a rental car will push your daily budget up to US$150.00.
Currency Notes: American banknotes (bills) often confuse visitors: they're all the same size and the same colour. Be
especially careful not to hand over too much cash, and always check your change carefully. Notes with even small rips
can be refused; be careful not to accept torn or incomplete notes. Bills come in denominations of 1, 2 (rare), 5, 10, 20, 50
and 100 dollars.
Currency Coins: Coins come in 1 (penny), 5 (nickel), 10 (dime)and 25 (quarter) cent denominations; there is also a
dollar coin.









New York Transportation - Getting around the city of New York is not as hard as it sounds in the least. You just have to
walk fast and look straight ahead. Public transport is extensive. That used to be the mantra and yes, one needs to be very
careful walking in any big city, but in this one you can get wherever you’re going quicker using one of the public modes
of transportation.
One of the fastest and easiest ways to get around New York City is the subway. The Subway in New York is the world’s
largest carrying over 4.5 million people per day on its 656 miles of system. Other modes of transportation include trains,
busses and waterways and of course cycling and walking too.
For the metro and busses, get a day Fun Pass a Metrocard that lasts until 3am the next day for unlimited journeys on the
subway and buses – well worth it if you are going to make a few journeys and nothing is nicer than to hop on a bus when
you’re tired, show your ticket and take a rest, without having to fumble for the correct change. For longer stays go for
the Weekly Metrocard and you’ll be showing a profit by your third day!








Metrocards of various types can be bought in any subway station but you can only pay for one or two tickets by credit
card. If you have your family with you and want four or five tickets you’ll need cash for the extra tickets. You can always
hail a taxi if you’re in a bind and they know the way to get you around the city in the quickest way possible. Be sure to tip
them well.
Below are some useful links when Travelling in New York including a link that takes you to Real Time Cameras showing
your commute time to anywhere in New York City and that’s especially helpful during rush hours and special event
days. You’ll want to take a look and see what your travel time is going to be.







New York's Central Park features 843 acres filled with classic architecture, gorgeous statuary and up to
date sports, educational and performance facilities. Besides all of this there is the world famous
Central Park Zoo and Wildlife Center and the Children's Zoo. The park also boasts two full service
restaurants (including the world famous Tavern on the Green and the scenic Boathouse Restaurant on
the Lake). And all of this doesn't even come close to the natural splendor of the landscape.
Central Park has a wide variety of carefully crafted topographical aspects all created by the genius of
Calvert Vaux and Frederick Law Olmsted. From the beautiful centerpiece of the Park, Bethesda
Terrace to the more rustic charm of the North Woods Central Park changes from festive fountains to
pastoral retreat all in the space of a few city blocks.
There is also a fully functional National Weather Station located at picturesque Belvedere Castle, an
outdoor performance venue at the Delacorte Theatre, two skating rinks, a public swimming pool, and
several different information centers located around the park that offer not only information about the
park, but also host a variety of educational programs for adults and children alike. Then there is the
rich historic content of Central Park. On the East Side there is The Obelisk, or Cleopatra's Needle, the
oldest public monument in North America.
At the northern end of the Park is the Blockhouse, a fort from the War of 1812 that still stands. On the
Upper East Side is Mc Gown's Pass, which the Continental Army passed through in 1783 when they retook the city from the British Army. And then there is the amazing musical legacy of the Park, which has
hosted historic performance's by some of the world's greatest artist, including Paul Simon, Elton John,
Dave Matthews and Bruce Springsteen. And, of course, Pope John Paul the II, who celebrated mass on
the Great Lawn in 1995.
So, make sure to allow plenty of time for your visit because Central Park is a veritable world unto itself,
rich with scenic vistas and hidden gems, all at the center of the world's most exciting city!








Statue Of Liberty: A gift from France to the people of the United States The Statute of
Liberty stands at 305 feet tall from her foundation to her torch and weighs in at 450,000
pounds. Her waist is 35-feet and her index finger is 8 feet long. She is located in New
York Harbor and is the symbol of political freedom and democracy. The Statue of Liberty
was dedicated on October 28, 1886.
Historical Notes:
Construction of the Statue began in France in the year 1875, by sculptor Auguste
Bartholdi. The final completion date of the individual sections was in June of 1884, and it
stood in Paris until it was dismantled in early 1885 for shipping to the US. Engineering of
the structure's assembly was done by Gustave Eiffel. The French frigate "Isere"
transported the Statue from France to the United States. In transit the Statue was reduced
to 350 individual pieces and packed in 214 crates. (The pedestal was designed by
architect Richard M.Hunt in 1877. Construction of the pedestal began in 1883 and was
completed in 1884, and final assembly of the statue & pedestal was completed in 1886).
On October 28, 1886 President Grover Cleveland accepted The Statue on behalf of the
United States and said in part: "we will not forget that liberty here made her home; nor
shall her chosen altar be neglected".
Physical Details: Winds of 50 miles per hour cause the Statue to sway 3 inches (7.62
cm) and the torch to sway 5 inches (12.7 cm). There are 25 windows in the crown which
comprise the jewels beneath the seven rays of the diadem. The tablet which the Statue
holds in her left hand reads, in Roman numerals, "July 4, 1776" the day of America's
independence from Britain.





Chrysler Building: In the summer of 1929, a "race for the sky" broke out
on the island of Manhattan. Automobile tycoon Walter Chrysler battled
Wall Street powerhouse Bank of Manhattan Trust Company for the title of
world's tallest building in what many historians consider to be the most
intense race in skyscraper history. In the spring of 1930, just when it
appeared that the bank might capture the coveted title, a small crew
jacked a needle-thin spire hidden in Chrysler's building through the top
of the crown to claim the title of world's tallest at 1,046 feet.
Not only was the Chrysler Building the world's tallest structure, it was also
one of the most decorated office buildings in the world. Chrysler wanted
"a bold structure, declaring the glories of the modern age" -- and he got
it. He decorated his skyscraper with hubcaps, mudguards, and hood
ornaments, just like his cars, hoping that such a distinctive building would
make his car company a household name.
Today, the Chrysler Building is recognized as New York City's greatest
display of Art Deco, a decorative style characterized by sharp angular or
zigzag surface forms and ornaments. Only four months after the
completion of the Chrysler Building, the world's tallest championship title
would be claimed by a new structure, the Empire State Building.

Broadway is the longest street in the world. It is about 12 miles long.
It is the centre of entertainments.

At Fifth Avenue and 34th Street stands New York City`s most famous building
– starred in 90 movies, a star of gigantic proportions – The Empire State
Building. Having held the record as the world`s tallest skyscraper for 40
years – the symbol of this city was constructed in only two years – 1930 to
31 and the 1,453 feet colossus instantly became a tourist magnet. “Even
King Kong came to visit!” – some people joke.







Brooklyn Bridge: Arguably the most influential bridge in American history, the
Brooklyn Bridge remains one of New York City’s most celebrated architectural wonders.
Designed by the brilliant engineer John Augustus Roebling (1806-1869) and completed
by his equally ingenious son Washington Roebling (1837-1926), this elegant structure
was, at the time of its completion in 1883, the longest suspension bridge in the world. It
was the first bridge to be constructed using steel. The bridge links the boroughs of
Manhattan and Brooklyn which were once two separate cities
Brooklyn, a borough founded by the Dutch in the 17th century was an independent city
until 1898, when Brooklyn decided in a close vote to become a borough of New York. At
that time the Brooklyn bridge had connected the two cities for 15 years.
The impressive bridge spans the East river from Brooklyn to lower Manhattan and
stretches for about 1.5 km.
A pedestrian path is available and gives you the opportunity to have a unique view on
the south side of Manhattan, particularly on the magnificent Woolworth building as you
can see on the accompanying picture.
The construction of the Brooklyn Bridge started in 1869 and took 14 years to complete it.
The driving force behind the whole project, John Roebling died during the construction,
together with 20 of his workers. His son took over but he got the caisson- disease during
the works on the pillars of the bridge and was on his dead bed during the inauguration.
That day about 150,000 people crossed the bridge. The Brooklyn Bridge ranks as one of
the greatest engineering feats of the 19th century and remains one of New York's most
popular and well known landmarks.

